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Abstract
Medical entity disambiguation (MED) plays a crucial role in natural language processing and biomedical domains,
which is the task of mapping ambiguous medical mentions to structured candidate medical entities from knowledge
bases (KBs). However, existing methods for MED often fail to fully utilize the knowledge within medical KBs and
overlook essential interactions between medical mentions and candidate entities, resulting in knowledge- and
interaction-inefficient modeling and suboptimal disambiguation performance. To address these limitations, this paper
proposes a novel approach, MED with Medical Mention Relation and Fine-grained Entity Knowledge (MMR-FEK).
Specifically, MMR-FEK incorporates a mention relation fusion module and an entity knowledge fusion module,
followed by an interaction module. The former employs a relation graph convolutional network to fuse mention
relation information between medical mentions to enhance mention representations, while the latter leverages an
attention mechanism to fuse synonym and type information of candidate entities to enhance entity representations.
Afterwards, an interaction module is designed to employ a bidirectional attention mechanism to capture interactions
between medical mentions and entities to generate the matching representation. Extensive experiments on two
publicly available real-world datasets demonstrate MMR-FEK’s superiority over state-of-the-art(SOTA) MED baselines
across all metrics. Our source code is publicly available.

Keywords: Medical Entity Disambiguation, Word Sense Disambiguation, Fine-grained Entity Knowledge,
Knowledge Discovery, Text Mining, Bidirectional Attention Mechanism

1. Introduction

The continuous development in the healthcare field
has led to a significant increase in the volume of
biomedical texts, including electronic health records
(EHRs) and biomedical literature. It is impera-
tive to harness the vast knowledge embedded in
these records to deliver high-quality information
that supports clinical decision-making (Ahmadi and
Nopour, 2022; Xu et al., 2023). However, it is im-
portant to note that many medical concepts can
have mentions that are remarkably similar, making
them difficult to differentiate, even for biomedical
experts. Incorrectly disambiguating these mentions
can lead to a misinterpretation of the overall con-
text, thereby posing a significant risk in healthcare-
related decision-making.

Medical entity disambiguation (MED) refers to
the task of mapping medical mentions in medi-
cal text documents to their corresponding entities
in a knowledge base (KB) like the unified medi-
cal language system (UMLS) (Bodenreider, 2004).
For example, as shown in Figure 1, let’s consider
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Figure 1: Example of MED with medical mention
relation information. “treats” and “causes” denote
the relation information between the medical men-
tions “Insulinum” and “DM”, which are retrieved
from UMLS. According to the relations, “Insulinum”
and “DM” can be disambiguated to “Insulin” and
“diabetes mellitus”.

the following sentence: “Insulinum is an impor-
tant factor in the treatment of DM.” The abbrevi-
ation “DM” is a medical mention that could refer
to the entities “diabetes mellitus” or “diabetic mi-
croangiopathy” in UMLS. The MED system is re-
quired to accurately map the mention “DM” to the
appropriate entity “diabetes mellitus”. Furthermore,
MED has diverse applications in various down-
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stream tasks, including medical-related decision
making (Wang et al., 2022), predictive modeling
(Dhamala et al., 2023), medical information extrac-
tion (Agrawal et al., 2022), and question answering
(Eslami et al., 2023; Lu et al., 2024).

In recent years, graph neural networks (GNNs)
have gained significant successes in enhancing the
performance of MED (Al-Sabri et al., 2022; Vreti-
naris et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2023b). One note-
worthy approach is ED-GNN, which treats MED
as a graph matching problem, leveraging GNNs to
disambiguate medical mentions (Vretinaris et al.,
2021). However, this approach primarily focuses
on utilizing GNNs to model the contextual informa-
tion of medical mentions and candidate entities,
while overlooking the vast amount of knowledge
information contained in the medical KB, such as
synonyms and type information of entities. This
inevitably leads to the suboptimal performance.

In order to mitigate the aforementioned chal-
lenges, researchers have attempted to incorporate
knowledge information from medical KB into MED
models. LATTE introduces the concept of latent
type modeling for entities and their mentions, en-
hancing MED by incorporating fine-grained latent
type information about mentions and candidate en-
tities (Zhu et al., 2020). SAPBERT adopts a pre-
training scheme that self-aligns the representations
of biomedical entities, exploiting fine-grained se-
mantic information through the alignment of syn-
onymous entities to enhance entity representations
(Liu et al., 2021). Grissette and Nfaoui (2022) com-
bine general knowledge and medical synonyms
knowledge to build a semi-supervised MED model.
Although existing models have improved MED per-
formance, they often focus on specific type or syn-
onyms information while neglecting more relation
information in KBs. Moreover, none of the above
methods fully consider the interaction between med-
ical mentions and candidate entities. These limita-
tions hinder the improvement of MED models.

To this end, we propose a novel approach to im-
prove medical entity disambiguation with medical
mention relation and fine-grained entity knowledge
(MMR-FEK). Specifically, MMR-FEK first utilizes
a mention relation fusion module to extract rela-
tion information from UMLS between medical men-
tions, and then the mention relation fusion module
uses RGCN to integrate the relation information
to enhance the semantic representation of med-
ical mentions. Subsequently, MMR-FEK utilizes
an entity knowledge fusion module to incorporate
the synonym and type information of candidate
entities to enhance the semantic representation
of candidate entities. Then, MMR-FEK leverages
the bidirectional attention mechanism in an inter-
action module to capture the interactions between
medical mentions and entities, considering both

entity-to-mention and mention-to-entity interactions,
to generate the matching representation. Finally,
MMR-FEK designs a matching module to predict
the matching score to judge the right candidate
entity.

Accordingly, this paper makes the following main
contributions:

• We propose a novel approach for medical en-
tity disambiguation with medical mention rela-
tion and fine-grained entity knowledge (MMR-
FEK). In contrast to existing works, our ap-
proach mines more additional relation knowl-
edge between mentions and more fine-grained
entity knowledge to enhance their representa-
tions, and captures more interactions between
mentions and entities. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work that fully and si-
multaneously leverages the medical mention
relation and fine-grained entity knowledge to
improve medical entity disambiguation.

• We devise three core modules for MMR-FEK,
including a mention relation fusion module and
an entity knowledge fusion module, followed
by an interaction module. The former first lever-
ages RGCN to effectively fuse mention rela-
tion information between medical mentions.
Simultaneously, the latter utilizes an attention
mechanism to fuse fine-grained synonym and
type information of candidate entities. Subse-
quently, an interaction module is designed to
fully capture the interactions between medical
mentions and entities to generate the matching
representation.

• Extensive experiments on two publicly avail-
able real-world datasets demonstrate MMR-
FEK’s superiority over state-of-the-art MED
baselines across all metrics.1

2. Related Work

In this section, we first introduce entity disambigua-
tion work in the general domain, and then focus on
MED work in the biomedical domain.

2.1. Entity disambiguation
Entity disambiguation is a fundamental task in nat-
ural language processing, which has attracted sig-
nificant interest from researchers in recent years.
Traditional approaches for entity disambiguation
typically rely on rule-based approaches (Cucerzan,
2007), where the similarities between mentions
and entities are computed using manually defined

1All source code and datasets of this paper can be
obtained from https://github.com/Stubborn-z/MMR-FEK.
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rules and feature engineering. However, the pro-
cess of manually creating rules is time-consuming,
labor-intensive, and expensive. In comparison to
rule-based methods, machine learning-based ap-
proaches for entity disambiguation exhibit supe-
rior flexibility and generalization capabilities, re-
sulting in higher accuracy. For instance, Francis-
Landau et al. (2016) employ convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) to capture the semantic similari-
ties between source document mentions and po-
tential target entities. Nevertheless, these methods
face limitations in utilizing semantic knowledge in-
formation in KBs to differentiate similar and ambigu-
ous entities. To harness semantic knowledge from
KBs more effectively, recent works focus on incor-
porating knowledge into deep learning-based ap-
proaches, yielding impressive performance (Zhang
et al., 2022a). For example, K-NED introduces both
factual and conceptual knowledge graphs into the
entity disambiguation task, which offers additional
knowledge to enhance the semantic matching be-
tween mentions and candidate entities (Feng et al.,
2020). Additionally, ExtEnD augments title informa-
tion of Wikipedia with the description information
from Wikidata to address the limitation of insuffi-
cient mention representation in the extractive entity
disambiguation model (Procopio et al., 2023). Al-
though numerous entity disambiguation methods
exist in the general domain, they cannot be directly
applied to the biomedical domain.

2.2. Medical Entity disambiguation
Due to significant disparities in linguistic features
and KBs between general and biomedical domains,
MED poses a significant challenge for researchers.
Several recent studies have demonstrated that in-
corporating auxiliary information, such as type or
specific semantic knowledge, alongside pretrain-
ing, can enhance the performance of the model in
diverse medical NLP tasks (Lee et al., 2022; Zhang
et al., 2022b). To fully utilize the knowledge in
KBs, LATTE improves MED by modeling latent fine-
grained type information of medical mentions and
candidate entities, employing an attention-based
mechanism to rank candidate entities (Zhu et al.,
2020). SAPBERT adopts a self-alignment pretrain-
ing scheme to fine-tune BERT on synonyms ex-
tracted from UMLS, enhancing the semantic rep-
resentation of medical entities (Liu et al., 2021).
Additionally, Zhu et al. (2021) utilizes a two-stage
algorithm to enhance entity representation based
on prompt learning, where a coarser-grained re-
trieval independently embeds the surface forms
of mentions and entities in the first stage while
a fine-grained encoder re-ranks each candidate
in the second stage . Beyond the context within
the current documents, B-LBConA further involves
external documents, which focuses on capturing

dependencies with other medical documents and
efficiently extracts hidden information in medical
contextual texts (Yang et al., 2023a). Although the
aforementioned methods make use of knowledge
information to some extent, aiming to alleviate the
issue of inadequate representation of medical men-
tions and candidate entities, they primarily rely on
a single type of knowledge and do not effectively
integrate the knowledge embedded within medical
KBs, which inadequately models the semantic rep-
resentation of medical mentions and the semantic
representation of candidate entities. Additionally,
there is a lack of explicit interaction between med-
ical mentions and candidate entities, which limits
the performance of existing methods.

3. Methodology

In this section, we first introduce the problem state-
ment of MED. Then, we provide a detailed explana-
tion of our proposed model, i.e., MED with medical
mention relation and fine-grained entity knowledge
(MMR-FEK).

3.1. Problem Statement
Given the biomedical context C = {xc

1, . . . , x
c
l }

consisting of l tokens with N mentions M =
{m1, . . . ,mN} and a set of M entities E =
{e1, . . . , eM} in a target biomedical KB. The task of
MED involves associating each medical mention m
in the context with a corresponding target entity e
from the set E. Each medical mention in the context
may span across one or more tokens, indicated by
a pair of start and end indices (i, j), denoted as
ma = {xc

i , . . . , x
c
j}.

3.2. Model Architecture
The overall architecture of our model is illustrated
in Figure 2, which contains five main components:
embedding module, mention relation fusion mod-
ule, entity knowledge fusion module, interaction
module, and matching module. First, given a con-
text containing ambiguous medical mentions and
candidate entities, the embedding module employs
the medical pre-trained language model BioBERT
to obtain their contextualized representations re-
spectively. Then, the mention relation fusion mod-
ule retrieves all relations among mentions from
UMLS, and employs a relation graph convolutional
network (RGCN) to generate relation representa-
tions, which are further fused with the contextu-
alized representations to generate the enhanced
semantic representation of medical mentions. Si-
multaneously, the entity knowledge fusion module
utilizes an attention mechanism to combine fine-
grained synonym and type information together,
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Figure 2: MMR-FEK is built on five core components: the embedding module, mention relation fusion
module, entity knowledge fusion module, interaction module, and matching module. A detailed explanation
can be found in Section 3.2.

generating the enhanced semantic representation
of candidate entities. Subsequently, the interac-
tion module fully captures the interactions between
medical mentions and candidate entities with bidi-
rectional attention mechanism to generate their
matching representations. Finally, the matching
module predicts the matching score of each candi-
date entity, and selects the one with highest score
as the right entity. Next, we will introduce these five
modules in detail one by one.

3.2.1. Embedding Module

As is well known, it has been demonstrated that
large-scale medical pre-trained language models
(PLMs)(Michalopoulos et al., 2021),(Lee et al.,
2020) are highly effective in various medical tasks,
which enables a more profound comprehension of
medical texts. Therefore, we adopt the medical
PLM BioBERT as the encoder in the embedding
module (Lee et al., 2020). Specifically, for the input
biomedical text C = {xc

1, . . . , x
c
l } with N mentions

and each candidate entity ei = {xe
1, . . . , x

e
u} con-

sisting of u tokens, we utilize BioBERT to obtain
contextualized representation of medical mentions
as well as representations of candidate entities, as
follows:

Hc = {hc
1, . . . ,h

c
l } = BioBERT{xc

1, . . . , x
c
l } (1)

He = {he
1, . . . ,h

e
u} = BioBERT{xe

1, . . . , x
e
u} (2)

where Hc ∈ Rdh and He ∈ Rdh denote the contex-
tualized representation of medical mentions and
candidate entity, and dh refers to the hidden di-
mension of BioBERT. For each medical mention
ma = {xc

i , . . . , x
c
j}, represented by BioBERT en-

coding as ma = {hc
i , . . . ,h

c
j}.

3.2.2. Mention Relation Fusion Module

It is obvious that utilizing more relation information
between medical mentions is important for enhanc-
ing their representation, which directly affect the
disambiguation ability. Thus, we devise a mention
relation fusion module to fuse relation information
to enhance mention representation.

As RGCN has demonstrated powerful ability to
model relation structures in graphs (Chen et al.,
2022), we adopt RGCN to encode relations to gen-
erate comprehensive and accurate representations
of relation information between medical mentions,
as shown in Figure 3. Initially, all medical mentions
M within the context C, along with mention relations
R, are retrieved from the UMLS knowledge graph.
Subsequently, these relations R are encoded with
RGCN, as below:

R = GE(M) (3)

hl
i =σ(

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Nr

i

1

cri
W(l−1)

r h
(l−1)
j

+W
(l−1)
0 hl−1

i )

(4)

Hr = {hr
1, . . . ,h

r
g} (5)

where GE represents an embedded lookup table
for knowledge graphs, hl

i refers to the hidden state
of the relation r of the i-th mention on l-th layer of
RGCN. σ is the sigmoid activation function. W(l−1)

r

and W
(l−1)
0 are the learnable parameter matrix. Nr

i

denotes the set of neighbor indices for the i-th med-
ical mention according to R. cri is a normalization
constant. hr

g denotes the hidden state of the g-th
mention relation r after passing through RGCN. Hr

denotes the relation representations.
Afterwards, as depicted in the left panel of Figure

2, we further fuse the aforementioned relation rep-
resentation Hr between medical mentions with the
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Figure 3: The schematic diagram for encoding
relation information with RGCN.

contextualized representation of medical mentions
Hc through concatenation and linear operations,
generating the semantic representations of medical
mentions, as below:

Hc,r = W [Hc;Hr] + b (6)

where Hc,r denotes the enhanced semantic repre-
sentation of medical mentions, W and b are learn-
able parameters.

3.2.3. Entity Knowledge Fusion Module

To obtain an optimal entity representation, it is es-
sential to incorporate more entity knowledge. Both
synonyms and type information can enhance the
representations of entities, facilitating medical en-
tity disambiguation. Thus, we devise an entity
knowledge fusion module to incorporate synonyms
and type information.

As shown in the right panel of Figure 2, we first
search candidate entities and their synonyms from
UMLS and encode them with BioBERT to obtain
their respective representations, denoted as He

and Hs. Then, we incorporate the synonym infor-
mation representation Hs into the candidate enti-
ties representation He through the attention mech-
anism (Vaswani et al., 2017), as below:

He,s = Attention(Q,K,V)

= softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V
(7)

where Q represents the query matrix of candidate
entities, K represents the key matrix of candidate
entity synonyms, and V represents the value ma-
trix of candidate entities. He,s is the representation
of the candidate entity fused with synonym knowl-
edge.

Afterwards, we retrieve the type of candidate
entities from UMLS and encode it with BioBERT
to obtain type information representation Ht. We
further incorporate type information representation
Ht into He,s to generate the enhanced semantic
representation of candidate entities He,s,t through
a concatenation operation, as below:

He,s,t = [He,s;Ht] (8)

3.2.4. Interaction Module

To accurately evaluate the matching degree among
medical mentions and candidate entities, it is critical
to model the semantic interactive features between
them. Therefore, we devise an interactive module
with a bidirectional attention mechanism to capture
the sophisticated interactive features (Seo et al.,
2017).

Specifically, once we obtain the enhanced se-
mantic representation of medical mention Hc,r in
Equation (6) and the enhanced semantic repre-
sentation of candidate entity He,s,t in Equation (8),
we first calculate their similarity matrix S, and then
model their interactions through the bidirectional
attention mechanism. The element sij in the matrix
is computed as below:

sij = wT
a · [hc,r

i ;he,s,t
i ;hc,r

i ⊙ he,s,t
i ] (9)

where sij refers to the similarity between the i-th
token of the medical mention and the j-th token of
the candidate entity. wa is a trainable weight vector,
and ⊙ denotes the dot product.

Afterwards, we implement bidirectional attention
mechanism, computing mention-to-entity attention
attmi and entity-to-mention attention attej , respec-
tively, as follows:

S
α
= softmax(row(S))

attmi = hc,r
i ⊙ S

α (10)

S
β
= softmax(maxcol(S))

attej = he,s,t
j ⊙ S

β (11)

where row denotes the row in the matrix, maxcol
denotes the maximum function calculated by col-
umn.

Finally, we calculate the attention vectors
{az}nz=1. All the vectors are concatenated to form
the matching representation A, as follows:

az = [hc,r
z ;he,s,t

z ;hc,r
z ⊙ attez;h

e,s,t
z ⊙ attmz ] (12)

A = [a1, . . . ,an] (13)

3.2.5. Matching Module

Once the matching representation of medical men-
tion and candidate entity is obtained, we first pre-
dict their matching score using a multi-layer feed-
forward neural network, and then select the entity
with the highest score as the right one. We devise
the matching module to carry out these detailed
operations, described as follows:

Φ′ = ReLU(W1 ·A+ b1) (14)

S(m, e) = Sigmoid(W2 · Φ′ + b2) (15)
where W1 and W2 are the learnable weight matri-
ces, b1 and b2 are the bias.
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3.3. Training

For training our model, we designate the golden
entities as positive samples in the training process.
Negative samples are generated from mismatch
candidates generated by the SAPBERT (Liu et al.,
2021), as well as randomly sampled negative in-
stances from the full dataset. We employ the cross-
entropy loss function to train our model with the
objective of maximizing the scores of the golden
target entities:

L = −
n∑

i=1

λ(ŝ log si + (1− ŝ) log(1− si)) (16)

where L represents the loss function, λ denotes
the label weight that balances the positive and the
negative samples. ŝ represents the label of the
gold entity, indicating the true entity for the given
medical mention. si is the score of each candidate
entity.

4. Experiments

In this section, extensive experiments on two pub-
licly available real-world datasets are carried out to
evaluate the performance of our MMR-FEK model
by comparing it with those representative and state-
of-the-art models. In addition, the importance of
each individual component of MMR-FEK is inves-
tigated by an ablation study. We also provide a
case study on relation knowledge and an influence
analysis on the number of synonyms.

4.1. Datasets

We conduct experiments on two publicly avaliable
real-world biomedical datasets: MedMentions2 and
BC5CDR3. The detailed statistics are shown in Ta-
ble 1.

• MedMentions is the most popular and largest
biomedical entity disambiguation dataset,
which consists of 4,392 abstracts from
PubMed, with over 350,000 mentions linked to
UMLS concepts (Mohan and Li, 2018).

• BC5CDR consists of 1,500 articles from
PubMed, with 4,409 annotated chemicals and
5,818 diseases (Li et al., 2016). It contains
over 28,000 mentions linked to MeSH con-
cepts, which are mapped to UMLS ones by
us.

2https://github.com/chanzuckerberg/MedMentions
3http://www.biocreative.org/tasks/biocreative-v/track-

3-cdr/

Dataset Statistics Train Dev Test

MedMentions
#Documents 2,635 878 879
#Mentions 211,029 71,062 70,405
#Entities 20,830 6,941 6,953

BC5CDR
#Documents 900 300 300
#Mentions 17,135 5,710 5,714
#Entities 5,489 1,830 1,830

Table 1: Statistics of datasets.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

Since MED involves selecting the correct target en-
tity from a set of candidate entities, it can be viewed
as a ranking problem. To evaluate the proposed
model, following the works of ED-GNN (Vretinaris
et al., 2021) and B-LBConA (Yang et al., 2023a),
we employ Precision@1, Recall@1, and F1 score
as the evaluation metrics.

4.3. Baseline

To validate the effectiveness of MMR-FEK, we com-
pare it with state-of-the-art approaches recently
proposed in MED research.

• NCEL employs a graph convolutional network
(GCN) to incorporate contextual features and
coherence information to enhance MED(Cao
et al., 2018).

• BIOSYN utilizes iterative candidate selec-
tion together with synonym marginalization
techniques to optimize the representation of
biomedical entity (Sung et al., 2020).

• SAPBERT implements a metric learning
framework to learn self-align synonymous
biomedical entities (Liu et al., 2021).

• Dual Encoder utilizes BERT-based dual en-
coders to disambiguate multiple mentions of
biomedical concepts within a document simul-
taneously (Bhowmik et al., 2021).

• Zhu introduces a two-stage algorithm consist-
ing of a coarser-grained retrieval and a finer-
grained encoder to capture the contextual in-
formation of mentions and entities to disam-
biguate. (Zhu et al., 2021).

• LATTE improves MED by modeling the under-
lying fine-grained type information of medical
mentions and entities (Zhu et al., 2020).

• B-LBConA is a MED model based on Bio-
LinkBERT and the context-aware mechanism
(Yang et al., 2023a).
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4.4. Implementation Details
We implemented our model, along with all the other
baselines, using the PyTorch framework, and se-
lected BioBERT as our based model. In order to
ensure a fair comparison, we fine-tuned the param-
eters of all models consistently on the development
datasets. The data was divided into three sets:
training, validation, and test sets, with a distribution
of 60%, 20%, and 20% respectively. Our model
was trained for 15 epochs using a single A100
GPU(40GB), which required around 10.5 hours
on the MedMentions dataset and approximately 3
hours on the BC5CDR dataset. The complete train-
ing process of the model required approximately
21GB of VRAM. Compared to training, the infer-
ence stage was very fast and took approximately
a few minutes. We optimized our model using
AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019). Table 2
lists some important hyperparameters of our model.
Noted that all parameters were chosen based on
the best performance on the development set.

Hyperparameters Value

Optimizer AdamW
Learning Rate 1e-5
Decay Rate 0.01
Lable Weight 0.4
Batch Size 64
Maximum Sequence Length 128
Number of Synonyms 6

Table 2: Hyperparameter settings of MMR-FEK.

4.5. Experimental Results
Table 3 shows the overall results of MMR-FEK and
several recent SOTA models on the two datasets.
According to the table 3, we have several notewor-
thy observations.

First, our model demonstrates superior perfor-
mance compared to all other models on both
datasets. Specifically, on the MedMentions dataset,
MMR-FEK exhibits a significant improvement
over the best-performing baseline model, i.e., B-
LBConA. There is an increase of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.8
points respectively in terms of precision, recall, and
F1 score. On the BC5CDR dataset, MMR-FEK sig-
nificantly outperforms B-LBConA by a considerable
margin. The precision, recall, and F1 scores have
increased by 0.8, 0.9, and 1.2 points, respectively.

Second, among all the baselines, LATTE is the
work most closely related to ours, while solely relies
on fine-grained latent type information of mentions
and entities. Compared to LATTE, our model ex-
hibits significant performance improvements. This
is because, while utilizing type information, we not
only introduce the relation information of medical
mentions but also incorporate synonym information
of medical entities.

Third, B-LBConA is the best performing baseline,
but it mainly focuses on capturing dependencies
with other documents and interaction information
between contextual texts. In contrast, our model
mainly focuses on leveraging the knowledge infor-
mation in the medical KBs and enhancing the inter-
action between medical mentions and candidate
entities. The result is that our model outperforms
B-LBConA, which further proves the effectiveness
of our proposed method.

Model MedMentions BC5CDR

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

NCEL OOM OOM OOM 65.7 67.3 65.2
BIOSYN OOM OOM OOM 69.1 68.8 70.1
SAPBERT 53.1 56.4 52.3 70.2 72.9 72.4
Dual Encoder 62.9 67.4 65.6 84.8 82.1 83.0
Zhu 66.5 68.1 65.4 83.2 84.0 81.1
LATTE 88.2 86.5 85.6 88.2 87.0 86.3
B-LBConA 88.5 87.1 86.5 89.1 88.2 87.3
MMR-FEK (our) 89.0* 87.8* 87.3* 89.9* 89.1* 88.5*
Improvement(%) 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.2

Table 3: Comparison with baselines on two
datasets. We bold the best score for each column,
and underline the suboptimal one. “OOM” means
out-of-memory. The improvement is calculated con-
cerning the best-performing baseline, “*” means
that the improvement is significant at p < 0.05.

4.6. Ablation Study
To investigate the effectiveness of a specific module
or knowledge information in our model, we conduct
ablation experiments by removing them one by one.
The results of the ablation experiments on the two
datasets are shown in Figure 4.

Precision Recall F1-score
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Figure 4: Ablation experimental results on Med-
Mentions (left) and BC5CDR (right) datasets.

• MMR-FEK w/o R removes relation information,
in which the medical mentions are encoded
using BioBERT without any additional knowl-
edge.

• MMR-FEK w/o S removes the synonym infor-
mation of the candidate entity, in which candi-
date entity representations are solely concate-
nated with type information representations.
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...Fetal tele-echoes were Correct in 21%, Likely Correct in 56%, showed Major
Differences in 0%, and showed Minor Differences in 23%. For identifying
complex CHD, fetal tele-echo had a sensitivity and specificity of 100%...

Mention with
Context

congenital heart disease             CUI: C0152021Gold Entity

B-LBConA Entity: coronary heart disease          CUI: C0010068

Entity: congenital heart disease        CUI: C0152021
Mention: CHD, fetal tele-echo       Relation: diagnosisMMR-FEK(our)

Case 1

...In another cohort of volunteers we assessed 6BPS - specific, PspA - specific, and
PspC - specific IgG and IgA plasma and memory B-cell populations before and 7,

14, and 35 days after experimental pneumococcal inoculation...

Mention with
Context

plasma cells             CUI: C0032112Gold Entity

B-LBConA Entity: plasma          CUI: C0032105

Entity: plasma cells        CUI: C0032112
Mention: plasma, inoculation      Relation: functionally related toMMR-FEK(our)

Case 2

Figure 5: Case study on relation knowledge by comparing B-LBConA and MMR-FEK.

• MMR-FEK w/o T removes the type informa-
tion, in which candidate entity representations
are fused solely with synonym information rep-
resentations.

• MMR-FEK w/o I removes the interaction mod-
ule, in which medical mentions and candidate
entities do not interact and are directly fed into
the matching module.

According to Figure 4, we can draw several note-
worthy observations. One notable observation is
that removing relation information results in a signif-
icant degradation of the model’s evaluation metrics
on both datasets. This suggests that the relation
information between medical mentions can signif-
icantly enhances the model’s ability to represent
medical mentions, leading to a substantial improve-
ment in its disambiguation capabilities. Another
noteworthy observation is that when the synonym
information and type information of candidate en-
tities are removed, the evaluation metrics of the
model are also reduced to varying degrees. This
can be attributed to the fact that the inclusion of
synonym information and type information for can-
didate entities assists the model in improving its
entity representation. A third important observa-
tion is that removing the interaction module leads
to a decrease in the model’s performance. This
highlights the importance of reinforcing the inter-
action between medical mentions and candidate
entities. These observations further validate the
effectiveness of our approach.

4.7. Case Study on Relation Knowledge
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of relation
knowledge between medical mentions, we conduct
the case study. Figure 5 shows two cases from the
test set of the MED dataset. In Case 1, “CHD” is
the target medical mention. Due to the absence
of specific “diagnosis” relation information in the
two medical mentions (i.e., “CHD” and “fetal tele-
echo”), the B-LBConA model incorrectly associates
it with the entity “coronary heart disease”. In con-
trast, MMR-FEK can correctly associate it with the
golden entity “congenital heart disease” with the

help of "diagnosis" relation information. The simi-
lar pattern is observed in Case 2, where “plasma
cells” is the target medical mention. Owing to the
absence of specific “functionally related to” rela-
tion information in the two medical mentions (i.e.,
“plasma” and “inoculation”), the B-LBConA model
associates it with the wrong entity “plasma”. In con-
trast, MMR-FEK associates it with the golden entity
“plasma cells” with the help of “functionally related
to” relation information.

4.8. Influence of Number of Synonyms

To investigate the influence of the number of syn-
onyms on the performance of our approach, we
conduct a quantitative analysis. The experimental
results are illustrated in Figure 6. Initially, as the
number of synonyms increases, the model’s perfor-
mance consistently improves. MMR-FEK reaches
its peak performance when the number of syn-
onyms reaches 6. This observation highlights the
effectiveness of incorporating synonyms. However,
it’s important to note that once the number of syn-
onyms exceeds 6, the model’s performance either
plateaus or even experiences a slight decrease.
This could be attributed to both the limited avail-
ability of synonyms for candidate entities and the
potential introduction of additional noise by certain
synonyms into the model.

Figure 6: Influence of number of synonyms on
MedMentions (left) and BC5CDR (right) datasets.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

Although recent works have achieved great suc-
cesses on medical entity disambiguation (MED)
task, their knowledge- and interaction-inefficient
modeling, resulting in suboptimal performance. In
this paper, we propose a novel MED approach
with medical mention relation and fine-grained en-
tity knowledge (MMR-FEK). In our MMR-FEK ap-
proach, we devise a mention relation fusion module
to incorporate mention relation information between
medical mentions to enhance mention representa-
tion. Additionally, we develop an entity knowledge
fusion module to incorporate fine-grained synonym
and type information of candidate entities to en-
hance entity representations. We also implement
an interaction module to capture he interactions be-
tween mentions and entities to generate the match-
ing representation, followed by a matching module
to predict the correct candidate entity. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed approach on two publicly available
datasets.

As future work, we plan to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our model on other medical datasets to
asses its generalization ability. Furthermore, gen-
erative entity disambiguation (Barba et al., 2022;
Yuan et al., 2022) has attracted the interest of nu-
merous researchers in recent years, undergoing
rapid development and achieving improved perfor-
mance. We plan to focus our work on generative
MED while incorporating knowledge information.
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7. Ethical Discussion

Medical entity disambiguation (MED) plays a crucial
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